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Limonta Sport Synthetic Turf



A new level in performance.
Greenplay Australia can transform your environment by providing you with the complete synthetic turf 

service. We do everything – consult, design, supply and install. We also provide a whole range of landscaping 

services, from paving to putting in swimming pools. Greenplay Australia is synonymous with quality and client 

satisfaction. The reason for this is simple – we know what we’re doing, and we use Limonta Sport synthetic 

turf – recognised throughout the sporting world as the premium performance surface. It also exceeds our 

tough Environmental Standard ISO 14001. In everything we do – from sports grounds and playgrounds to 

back gardens and rooftop gardens – Greenplay Australia offers you a new level in performance.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:

In many parts of Australia, having lush green lawn all year round is becoming more and more difficult. Lack 

of rainfall and water restrictions have had a severe impact. That’s why there is a growing trend towards 

artificial lawn, and that’s why we have the Limonta Sport Deluxe range. Now you can have a maintenance-

free, lush green lawn that looks great all year round. The benefits are hard to ignore:

•  Very realistic appearance – you need to touch it to make sure it isn’t real.

•  Save money – reduce your watering and sell the mower.

•  Very safe – non abrasive, forgiving surface.

•  Keeps looking good – very durable and UV resistant (so it won’t fade)

 
The Deluxe range is available in three different grades to give you flexibility in use and appearance:
 

     Deluxe Max
The Deluxe Max has unlimited applications. Its two-tone 

blades, matt finish, and exclusive S-shaped  blades create 

an unbelievably natural look and feel. 

Deluxe Curl
Deluxe Curl is the ‘Aussie Summer Lawn’. Created from the 

exclusive S-shaped yarn, a small amount  of brown is mixed 

with the green giving a more muted, native appearance. 

     

Deluxe Tuscany 
The Deluxe Tuscany is ideal for roof tops, terraces and pool  

areas. It’s a high-density combination of  straight and curled 

yarn that requires no infill, and is available in four shades 

of green.

Deluxe Adelaide
Deluxe Adelaide is a cost-effective, durable synthetic surface. 

There is a mix of green and brown fibres for a more native 

appearance and is suitable for all applications.



Limonta Sport can transform your outdoor area into a beautifully 

integrated part of your home and lifestyle. Just as Limonta Sport can 

work wonders with people’s homes, the same can be achieved with 

commercial property. The Deluxe Range from Limonta Sport can be 

applied to a wide variety of commercial applications. For example:

     Streetscapes – lift the presence of any new land development.

      Kindergartens – create a magical environment that is very safe.

     Rooftop Gardens – create a relaxed atmosphere that 

     everyone enjoys.

     Playgrounds and Reserves – design fantastic public areas     

     that fulfil councils’ compliance on safety and quality.

     Entrance Foyers – make a green statement about 

     your business.

And, of course, Limonta Sport is the eco-friendly choice in  

synthetic turf.

SERVICEABLE AREAS: Australia-wide

It’s all about image.
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LIMONTA SPORT PARTNERSHIPS

Our star player.
Created from the fi nest quality, eco-friendly materials developed in The Netherlands, and manufactured 
in Italy, the pedigree of Limonta Sport synthetic turf is unsurpassed. Since 1981, Limonta Sport has been 
producing cutting-edge synthetic turf for all kinds of outdoor and indoor sports. Today, you’ll fi nd their 
products in over 17,000 clubs across 70 countries, including soccer powerhouse, AC Milan. Limonta Sport 
is approved by all governing bodies, and is one of only fi ve FIFA preferred producers. 

It also exceeds our tough Environmental Standard ISO 14001.  Limonta Sport has extraordinary permeability, 
stays cool, is UV resistant, and chosen throughout the world for its:

• Durability and Resilience  • Safety (Flexible, non-abrasive surface) 
• Realistic Appearance  • Outstanding performance in all kinds of weather

All Limonta Sport products are tested for shock absorption, deformation, traction, and ball roll. The company 
also has its own research and development laboratory where products are constantly monitored, and looked 
to be improved upon.


